
Many thanks for such a wonderful entry and to NOELAC for their hospitality 
,it was such an enjoyayable day.My very helpful  stewards Hazel Gay and 
Christine Hamilton kept all running smoothly and thankyou to Linda Owen 
and Drew for a lovely lunch.The gift was much apprieciated,something I 
would most definately buy for myself. 
There was so much quality in the classes,some lovely puppies especially 
the bitches.Both my Junior winners stole my heart,just what I would choose 
to own.If I owned either I would be very excited about the future.They have 
plenty of time ahead of them for winning top awards as I feel very strongly 
that a typical, mature, worthy exhibit must be acknowledged. 
Size I do think needs to be watched,we do have height specified in our 
standard which does seem to be going out the window,amount of bone 
does seem to be getting quite heavy.Also there were exhibits really lacking 
in muscle tone and sadly they did pay the price for this as the soundness in 
the movement was lost and toplines were soft. 
Typical shaped skulls and correct heart shaped ribs I believe to be 
massively important as these are definite specifics in our Standard to keep 
an Apso true to type.I have been taught this from the word go and I do think 
this seems to be a factor that is not having enough emphasis on in breed 
education.These were definite points that I was looking for and most of my 
winners exhibited these points.Naturally sound typical movement was 
massively important,I always believe that an Apso that you just seem to 
watch with ease,not making you really have to look at in assessing its 
movement will be constructed in the soundest most typical way,an 
effortless little dog.Both Limit and Open classes  in both sexes were 
beautiful and lovely exhibits went cardless,it was very tough.

 
 
MPD(6) 
1Beddoe Aspera Snow Storm.Very raw gold and white that was a little 
down on his front at the moment with growing stage but on the move 
showed good balance.Nice head balance ,decent skull ,excellent 
pigment,eye and nose ,good underjaw.Nice bone on this 6mth old with 



good shaped rib and balance of angulation.Good muscle tone and clean 
movement.BPD 
2 Ritchie Cheoliew Paws For a While.Lovely size gold ,correct shaped skull 
,eye and pigment.Lovely shoulder placement and balanced rear.Nice tail 
set .Clean front movement . 
 
PD.3 
1 Hart’s Anjestics Kingsmaker of Khazedel.Lovely sized gold with correct 
bone.Very good coat texture and balance,compact.Pleasing head with 
black pigment and eye.Promising puppy that has great confidence and 
style on the move. 
2 Cain’s Sandauri Show Stopper for Kutani.Gold that has a wonderful coat 
texture.Well up to size with heavier bone for me.Excellent pigment and 
mouth.His body needs to do alot of developing on his prosternum and rib 
but he is very young and it will be interesting to see his matures.Moved with 
style. 
 
JD10(2 abs) Lovely class. 
1 Saunder’s Bellellen Double Dice.Such a typical beautiful silver 
grey.Correct size with balance of leg and depth of rib.Correct head,good 
back skull,lovely soft yet masculine expression nice clean mouth broad 
jaw.Lovely natural balance shaped neck with good top muscle,lovely 
shoulder placement with lean long blade into balanced upper arm.Correct 
forelegs with depth of chest back into heart shaped rib with depth and 
length.Sound topline and well balanced rear that took him round the ring 
with such effortless movement. 
2 Paradise Shardlow Hooligan Wiv a Halo.Dark grey brindle with a lovely 
typical head.Softest expression lovely dark eye ,nice broad jaw.Good 
compact balance ,forelegs good with good pro sternum.Nice balance of 
shoulder assembly just found them a little heavier boned.Excellent shaped 
rib ,strong loin .Nice rear and tail .Correct coat texture. 
 
 



YD 3 
1 Saunder’s Bellellen Double Duice 
2 Harmer Remar Rave On.Unlucky to meet 1,a well constructed cream 
youngster with a nice head.Black pigment and good colour eye and 
shape.Lovely mouth.Well balanced angles and good topline.Moved well 
and with style.Good presentation. 
 
MD 4(2abs) 
1 Saunder’s Bellellen Double Duice 
2 Yaxley Marbledale Quest for Fame for Dardanelles.Gold with good coat 
texture.Balanced head ,good pigment and soundly made,just heavier in 
type for me. 
 
ND 3(2abs). 
1 Saunder’s Bellellan Double Duice. 
 
GD5(2abs) 
1 Saunders Bellellan Double Duice 
2 Paradise Shardlow Hooligan wiv a Halo 
 
PG5(2abs) 
1Carter’s Zanamop Trader Jack at Vowchurch.Very good balance that this 
Gold and White keeps on the move.A heavier type that won this class for 
his soundness .Well constructed front assembly with correct skull shape 
and rib.Lovely coat texture.Expression a little stronger for me ,but has a lot 
to offer. 
2 Foster’s Belazieth Hello Carry On at Setrof.Slightly different expression 
than I was looking for but nicely made with a lovely dark eye on this black 
that has the most wonderful coat texture.Showed well . 
 
LD11(2abs) 
What a lovely class,so much quality. 



1 Jenning's Cossy’s Guinness.Beautifully marked black and white parti.His 
head is exactly what I was looking for.His skull is of correct shape and 
length with a correct eye shape that has that wonderful fall back into his 
skull.His jaw has lovely width and a beautiful mouth and expression,very 
masculaine with such softness and depth to his eye expression.Very nice 
shape to prosterum with good length of bone  going underneath.Elegant 
neck into correct shoulder placement ,soundest topline and loin and 
balanced unexaggerated muscular rear.His rib shape is excellent ,true to 
breed type ,matching up with his beautiful skull.He moved so well,so easily 
and steady.So well presented.DCC,such a thrill for me that it was his third. 
2 Allsops Chamando’s Smooth Operator.This black really has to be gone 
over to appreciate.Correct head ,skull moderately narrow.Good 
expression.I thought he was going to be heavier than he is as I think his 
thickness of coat does not do him justice.Very well balanced front and rear 
angulation with a good return of upper arm going back into a correct heart 
shaped rib of length.Nice sound rear ,hock good .Typical Apso. 
 
OD 9(1abs) 
1 Cain’s Ch/Russ&Bel Ch Kutani Snowfall.Extremely sound gold and white 
parti.Head is very pleasing with a moderately narrow skull and good 
balance to foreface.Lovely mouth.Nice compact dog with balanced length 
of neck.Lovely shoulder placement and return of upper arm.Slightly 
different shape rib to my CC winner but it has good length as his loin is very 
compact and his sternum comes down well to his elbow.Straight forelegs 
with the cleanest front movement and lovely side gait.Very good sound 
unexaggerated rear .Firm muscle tone.A worthy Champion. RDCC. 
2 Taylor &Johnson’s Chanceinn’s Sir Gino avec Sifrason.One of my firm 
favourites,my RCC winner last time .This red gold has the most beautiful 
head ,such a correct skull,lovely eye and soft expression.Good mouth.His 
construction is very good for breed type ,lovely ribcage and shoulder 
placement.Good front.I just felt that he needs to develop in muscle tone to 
hold his frame so that he can do himself justice and win top awards.Lovely 
coat texture,well presented. 



 
MPB 10(2abs). 
1 Blake's Damjoz Moon Lady at Claelamir.Dark gold brindle very typically 
made puppy.She is sired by my CC winner and she definitely has his 
qualities.Her head is very typical ,very good skull shape and eye,black 
pigment.Excellent body construction,beautiful rib cage, although a little low 
on the leg at the moment and hopefully she will not come up on her legs 
too much,just balance out,as she could end up on the larger side for 
me.She is feminine and moves very well and has a pretty expression and 
good mouth.BPIS 
2 Beddoe’s Aspera Coco Chanel.Very well marked gold and white 6 month 
youngster who is very raw and up on the leg yet has no coarseness 
.Decent head with soft expression ,nice shoulder placement and upper arm 
with balanced rear.She won this placing on her sound effortless movement 
.Length of rib good and strong loin,good muscle tone. 
 
PB 5(1abs). 
1 Allenby Anniseed Christmas Pearl.Lovely type black with wonderful coat 
texture.Her head is very good lovely soft expression eye ,good back 
skull.Very sound on the move showing her balance of angles and firm 
topline.Firm muscle tone finished off this very promising compact puppy. 
2 Clutterbuck’s Myakara Strike a Pose.Feminine gold ,different type to 
1.Nice size with pleasing head and good front .Balanced angles.Nice side 
gait,moved soundly. 
 
JB 8(2abs).Lovely class 
1 Torrance’s Sinyul Let There Be Love.Perfect for size as asked for by the 
standard,this sturdy ,well muscled, black and white parti has the most 
exquisite head and expression.Perfect mouth.Wonderful balance of 
angulation with a lovely shoulder length,good layback and return of upper 
arm.Excellent ribbing that goes with her correct shaped skull.Strong 
compact loin and such a lovely rear,excellent muscle tone.Her movement is 



effortless due to her wonderful construction and temperament.Beautiful 
coat texture,wish she was mine . 
2 Hemsley Taemarus Amazing Grace.Very well made pale gold and white 
parti.Not quite the head of 1 but very pleasing.Good pigment and 
mouth.She has a excellent body,well shaped neck into good shoulder 
,upper arm and front.Excellent rib and strong loin.Lovely unexaggerated 
rear ,moved so well.Amazing mature coat texture ,very well presented. 
 
YB 3 
1 Free’s Remah Babooshka at Marpori.Very feminine gold of lovely 
size.Very nice head ,good back skull and sweet expression.Nice front and 
shoulder assembly ,sound rib and topline .Sound rear that moved her 
round the ring with style. 
2 Torrance’s Sinyul Do You Love Me.Litter sister to my Junior winner and 
she is very similar in construction in this gold and white parti ,just on a 
slightly larger scale.Beautiful skull.Amazing coat and true Apso movement. 
 
MB 3(2abs) 
1 Clutterbucks Myakara Strike a Pose. 
 
NB 5(2abs) 
1Hemsley Taemarus Amazing Grace. 
2 Blake’s Damjoz Moon Lady at Claelamir. 
 
GB 4 
1 Torrance’s Sinyul Let There Be Love. 
2 Free’s Remah Babooshka at Marpori 
 
 
PG 10(2abs). 
1Lock’s Littondale Gisella.Such a stylish feminine cream bitch with good 
breed type.Very pleasing expression with nice balance to skull and 
foreface.Good pigment and eye shape.Very good flow to her angulation 



which is balanced that shows in her easy sound movement.She has lots of 
style with no exaggeration.Nice coat texture ,must have a good future 
ahead. 
2 Russell’s Sonsi Miss Precious.Very honest typical gold with a lovely 
headpiece and expression,good mouth.Her body is well made with a nice 
front ,pref shoulder and neck balance of 1,she has a very good ribcage that 
matches her skull.Moved true with real soundness.In beautiful coat. 
 
LB 10(2abs). 
Spoilt for choice. 
1White and Carter’s Bobellam Made You Look.Such a well marked black 
and white parti,so very elegant.Pleasing head,perfect mouth,being 
hypercritical would have pref a little more foreface,but her construction is so 
exceptional that she has to be acknowledged for top awards.She is a 
beautiful balance with the straightest front,although obviously not terrier 
like.Excels in prosternum shape and upper arm and shoulder assembly,her 
neck is a lovely shape,good top muscle into shoulder and topline.Perfect 
heart shaped rib to her elbows that comes right back underneath.Her rear 
is strong and well muscled in unison with her front assembly.Moved very 
well today.RCC. 
2 Paradise’s Wrenrox Mums The Word.Had the best coat texture of the day 
on this beautiful silver grey,my favourite colour for an Apso,and she was 
unlucky to meet 1.She is beautifully balanced ,very compact with firm 
muscle tone.Lovely Tibetan expression,dark eye and correct head.Good 
balanced angles and level topline.A very honest and sound little Apso.I 
would  very proud to own either of these two bitches. 
 
OB 10(1abs) 
1Francis’s Mokadream Zinnia Ruffles.Last time I judged this gold and white 
parti I gave her a second in limit and I checked my notes from then  and 
they said’ really typically made bitch,just needs time to mature but all 
there’.At nearly 5 years she has totally proven that Apsos need time and 
patience to mature.Her head is very correct with the skull being moderatly 



narrow with lovely shaped eyes falling back into the skull giving that melting 
expression.Good finish to mouth with balanced very femanine forface and 
Apso expression.Correct straight forelegs with super shoulder of length and 
placement and balance of upper arm.Typical rib that matches skull 
perfectly.Strong compact loin going into well muscled balanced rear.Moved 
very well ,keeping her balance at all times.Lovely lift to tail to finish a very 
elegant yet sturdy bitch.He coat is a beautful texture that is very well 
presented.So grateful that I had the chance to apprieciate her again and 
award her crowning CC and BIS. 
2 Hall’s Ch Shendene Miss World.Larger type for me for top awards but her 
total soundness cannot be denied on this gold with correct coat texture.She 
had the skull shape I was looking for and balance of foreface.Very sound 
body ,typical rib.Good angulation balance.Moved very soundly and true,a 
worthy Ch. 
 
VB 2 
These two Champions proved how a good Apso improves with age. 
1Roach’s Ch Anjestics Dream Maker.Pale gold in wonderful condition.So 
sound to go over ,correct head ,lovely shoulder and rear angulation 
balanced ,moved very well with alot of style.BVIS 
2 Carrick’sCh Deelayne Illustrious .Really pretty feminine gold,just pref 
skull shape of 1but she has a lovely expression.Very balanced in 
angulation with super topline,moved so well.In wonderful condition. 
 
Helen Bell. 
 
 
  
 
 
 


